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This is the last of the miseiies of Mavillia !
Breton's next story was an Italianate romance, The Strange "Two
Fortunes of two excellent Princes : in their lives and loves y to their Princes"
equall Ladies in all the tides of true honour (1600), in which the *ffj^
euphuistic and the arcadian ingredients aie again compounded in fyorij m«
the manner of Greene and Lodge. Fantiro and Penillo are the only Masters"
sons of two enemy dukes, and they have each a beauteous sister.
The time-honoured result of this promising situation is brought
about after a medley of time-honoured adventures. Breton comes
a little nearer to real life in two of his dialogues. J. Mad World my
Mast er$> Mistake me not (1603), is a didactic piece ; two travelleis,
Dorindo and Lorenzo, the Taker and the Mistaker, discuss their
experiences of life. Lorenzo is always making mistakes. The first
thing he was mistaken in was himself. " For, with only a little
observation, I was persuaded that there was no matter of worth,
but I had it by heart; and for trifles, I would not be troubled with
them." He goes to sea, but when bad weather sets in finds he was
entirely mistaken about the merry life of a mai iner. It is no better,
however, on land. Where he expects hospitality he meets with
churlishness, and where honesty, fraud. " In couiting," he says,
" I found moie cost than comfort; in war, more danger than ease ;
in learning, more study than profit; in traffic, more gain than con-
science ; in service, more pain than honour ; in marriage, more
care than quiet; and in love, more pleasure than virtue : so that
in all my courses being mistaken, that I found a cross to my com-
fort in every of them, I fairly left the courtier to his courtesies,
the soldier to his marches, the scholar to his studies, the merchant
to his traffic, the married man to his purgatory, and the lover to his
vanity : and home returned to my poor cottage that my parents
left me." Dorindo is a self-confident young man, with a touch of
the rogue, who takes things as he finds them. He also has ill haps
as well as good to relate, and sums up his experiences:
To be short, if I should tell you all the courses that I have taken,
and how I have been taken in every of them, I should make you think
all your mistaking a trifle in comparison of many a miserable taking
that I have been in.
The wise part, he concludes, is to take things as they come and

